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1. Introduction 

The optimum control problems solution is connected 
with the use of optimization criterion as a guideline for the 
choice of such operational process parameters which as much 
as possible correspond to the owner̀ s idea (as a supersystem) 
about the best-case scenario.

It is generally accepted that the pointer that provides the 
best congruence between the supersystem’s purpose and exec-
utive system procession activity parameters is the efficiency.

The result of efficiency definition is used for any process-
es assessment of all types of operating activities. In this re-
gard, a large number of indicators that are used or proposed 
to be used for the operational processes efficiency measure-
ment have been developed and continue to be developed.

The relevance of resource efficiency indicator develop-
ment or search is explained by the fact that its use, for exam-
ple, as an optimization criterion, allows increasing sharply 
the economic structure development rates and, therefore, its 
competitiveness as well.

Thus, an indicator̀ s search or development problem that 
really solves the task of operational processes efficiency as-
sessment with the maximum accuracy arises.

The task is complicated because the test for adequacy 
of an indicator, “declared” as an efficiency measure can’t be 
carried out by the direct methods. Axiomatically, the effi-
ciency index by itself is an evaluation standard in operations 
research. Therefore, to carry out the efficiency measure use 
possibility verification of the developed indicator, the assess-
ment indirect methods development is necessary.
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One of such methods has been developed for simple glob-
al operations efficiency assessment indicators verification 
[1]. The method’s idea consists in reference operations classes 
set creation. Within the class, using the developed absolute 
prognostic indicator, the rating efficiency assessment of each 
operation is defined among two alternatives.

Testing of the developed indicator on classes of reference 
operations allows getting criteria with the use of which the 
consistent results are received.

At the same time, testing positive results don’t guar-
antee that the indicator, which has passed these tests, 
really is efficiency criterion. In other words, tests passing 
success with the use of reference operations classes is a 
necessary, but not sufficient condition for making a final 
decision. The reference operations classes’ number should 
be expanded.

However, the method, developed in the work [1], can 
mainly be used for testing of the indicators, developed for an 
assessment of simple global operations models.

Besides, already developed indicators quantity, designed 
for the efficiency assessment function performance, is so 
high that the necessity in such indicators formal signs defi-
nition for initially inappropriate alternatives preliminary 
exception appears.

At the same time, there are operational processes large 
number that have a considerable duration for assessment 
of which it is necessary to consider the distributed in time 
binding and release character, respectively, of input and 
output operation production. In such cases, simplification of 
the operation model will cause an essential error in efficiency 
assessment.

Thus, the task of testing the efficiency assessment indica-
tors should be solved step by step. 

At the first step, it is necessary to define formal signs to 
which the estimated indicator has to correspond as much as 
possible for the preliminary selection and subsequent verifi-
cation process maximum formalization.

The second step is to estimate the possibility of reference 
operations classes’ consistent evaluation.

In the third step, the alternative indicators should 
pass the stage of mathematical modeling and experimental 
studies.

Therefore, the development of indicators testing method 
that are planned to be used as an efficiency measure for 
operations with the distributed parameters is an important 
scientific task.

2. Literature review and problem statement 

The issue of operational processes efficiency assessment 
indicator verification is difficult for two reasons. The first, in 
fact, the technical reason, is connected with the fact that a 
large number of indicators which researchers associate with 
the efficiency measure indicators have been developed and 
continue to be developed.

Because of the efficiency measure indicator has to be 
used as an optimization criterion, the internal structure of 
the developed indicator often displays technological process 
specific nature, for the efficiency assessment of which it is 
designed.

Widespread approach is the use of technical indicators 
for making a conclusion about the operational process effi-

ciency. So, in the work [2] the attempt to relate the efficiency 
to the value of “critical load” is made. In the research [3] the 
authors try to solve an issue of operations efficiency assess-
ment by the use of a “reliability” indicator, in [4] it is done by 
means of “space-filling criterion” development, in [5] “error 
selection energy” is used, in [6] the minimum deviation size 
from the set trajectory is applied.

In recent years, a large number of works devoted to the 
issue of energy efficiency have appeared [7]. Traditionally, 
there are a lot of works in which the efficiency is associated 
with cost minimization [8] or with the aggregated criterion 
that is received by important base indicators scaling (Pareto 
principle [9]).

In the work [10] the use of generalized indicator defined 
as “efficiency criterion” that is formed by results of integrat-
ed indicators extrema values processing is offered.

The use of such approach also excludes the received in-
dicator verification possibility as the applied indicators are 
quantitatively not comparable among themselves.

The similar problem is observed in the work [10], in 
which the estimated indicator passes not verification stage, 
but coefficients scaling stage for the purpose of function 
extremum coordination with the developers’ idea about the 
studied process efficiency.

It is obvious that for preliminary indicators selection 
there is no need to use the verification difficult methods.

It is enough to develop the generalized mathematical 
converting process model and to define formal signs, the use 
of which will significantly allow reducing the search problem 
complexity.

3. The purpose and objectives of the research

The purpose of the work is definition of the formal signs 
system allowing dividing a set of estimated indicators into 
two classes: the class of the indicators that aren’t appropriate 
for use as an operations efficiency measure, and the indica-
tors that possibly can be used to solve this task.

For achievement of the research goal, the following ob-
jectives were solved:

– to identify the quantitative characteristics inherent in 
any operational process, which aren’t dependent on its inter-
nal structure and defining its efficiency;

– taking into account the distributed in time operation 
production flow nature, to establish the sign that has sensi-
tivity to the time character change of these flows.

4. Determination of formal signs of an estimated indicator 
for operation efficiency evaluation 

Any converting process of input production to output 
production with the use of the mechanism of their convert-
ing can be presented in the form of production cybernetic 
model (Fig. 1).

However, the mechanism, by itself so processes convert-
ing products, as the converting products act on the mecha-
nism, causing its wear. Therefore, from the cybernetic point 
of view, the system mechanism, in relation to the converting 
operation, is the transformation product by itself. On this 
basis, the cybernetic operation production model will look 
as follows (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Cybernetic production model of the system 
mechanism: ADP – action directed production; MP – main 

production; CP – coproduction; BP – by-production

Fig. 2. Cybernetic production model of system operation:  
IN_TP – input technical production; OUT_TP – output 

technical production

Definition 1. We will determine a time-limited process 
of interaction between production flows, predetermined 
concerning to their set, qualitative and quantitative param-
eters, and also rules of their interaction by the concept of 
“operation”:

( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

∀ Î ∃ Î ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧
∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ → 

    

 

1 2 n 1

n 1 1 n 1

x M r , r ,...r R T x B x C x P x, r ...

... P x, r K r Q r ...K r Q r A x ,

here M – set of system processes; R – set of input pro-
duction flows; x  –system process; r – input production 
flow; p – output production flow; A(x) – process x  is an 
operation, T ( x) – time-limited process; B ( x) – ordered 
interactive process; C ( x) – finished process; K(r) – product 
r is predetermined qualitatively; R ( x, r) – product r is input 
product of x  process; Q(r) – product r is predetermined 
quantitatively.

Any operation is carried out for the purpose of output 
products set value increase in relation to the value of input 
operation products set. As the output product with the set 
quality can be received at various quantitative proportions 
of input products, there is an issue of the best operation 
choice among a set of possible.

For operations with the distributed in time parameters, 
it is possible to define a quantitative estimating flow for 
important input production rqi(t) and for output production 
pqj (t).

Сorresponding to each important input production rqi 
(t) and output production pqj (t) quantitative estimating 
flows let their expert (cost) estimates be rsi and psj, then 
the set of comparable input and output functions can be 
presented by input re(t) and output pe(t) global functions 
(Fig. 3). As a consequence, rei(t)=rsi

.rqi(t) and pej(t)= 
=psj

.pqj(t).
Because a change of any input product qualitative and/

or quantitative parameter results in a change both of input 
function and output function, the parameters of these func-
tions are the basis for global estimated indicators develop-
ment and particularly for an efficiency indicator.

Fig. 3. Operation global model formation principle:  
rqi(t) – input operation production quantitative parameters; 

pqj(t) – output operation production quantitative 
parameters; rsi – input expert (cost) estimates comparable 

values; psj – output expert (cost) estimates comparable 
values; re(t) – input global function; pe(t) – output global 

function

Therefore, the researches, connected with the efficiency 
assessment reliability have to be focused on the class of in-
dicators the structure of which is based on the global re (t) 
and pe (t) functions.

Definition 2. Operation model is the form of operation 
data presentation that displays the results of system products 
and system mechanisms procedural interaction, the time of 
which is started with the registration of the beginning mo-
ment of the first input technological production flow, and the 
end time – the registration of the completion moment of the 
output technological production last flow delivery.

The example of a global model of operation with the dis-
tributed parameters is represented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Example of global model of operation with  
the distributed parameters

There are a lot of indicators that are implicitly based on 
the re (t) and pe (t) functions.

For example, the well-known economic indicator “profit-
ability” can be defined within the operational approach as a 
coefficient of the added value:

( )= −RNT PE RE / RE,

where

( )= ∫
f

s

t

t

RE re t dt;  ( )= ∫
f

s

t

t

PE pe t dt;
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where ts – start time of input production supply; tf – end 
moment of output production delivery. 

However, for example, such indicator doesn’t give an 
estimation possibility for operations with the distributed 
parameters as it doesn’t have the time change sensitivity of 
operation products binding or release.

Let’s consider operations models for which the start time 
and end time of input production supply and the start time 
and end time of output production delivery are the same 
(Fig. 5).

Let’s define global operations models for which

= = =r1.1 r1.2 r1.i r1.It t t ... t ;  = = =r2.1 r2.2 r2.i r2.It t t ... t ;

= = =p1.1 p1.2 p1. j p1. Jt t t ... t ;  = = =p2.1 p2.2 p2. j p2. Jt t t ... t  

as the synchronized in time operations or as synchronized 
operations.

So, for example, a) operation and b) operation (Fig. 5) are 
synchronized operations. At the same time, a) operation is a 
priori more effective than b) operation. Here 

=a bRE RE ,  =a bPE PE  and =a bipe(t) ipe(t) .  

That is, they have identical output functions, but the sec-
ond operation demands binding of more valuable resources 
at the initial stage of the operation while the free up volume 
of valuable resources of the first operation can be used in 
parallel operation.

a 

b
 

Fig. 5. Global models of operations with different input 
production supply functions: а – equally increasing input 

production flow; b – equally falling down input  
production flow

The studies have shown that the second integrated func-
tion from the function of connected/released production 
value has the sensitivity in relation to the time of operation 
production binding or release.

Let’s determine the related resources current level func-
tion (ire(t)) by the expression:

( ) ( )= ∫
t

0

ire t re t dt.

Then the current level of reserves (ze(t)) in equivalent 
expression can be defined as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )= − = −∫
t

0

ze t ZE re t dt ZE ire t ,

where ZE – level of reserves in comparable units on initial 
time point.

For difference definition of the available values current 
level of reserves (dif(t)), the studied operations of input pro-
duction consumption in the form of input functions of the 
first (re1(t)) and the second operation (re2(t)), it is possible 
to write down:

( ) ( ) ( )   
= − − − =      

= −

∫ ∫
t t

1 2
0 0

2 1

dif t ZE re t dt ZE re t dt

ire (t) ire (t).

The results of the available reserves difference current 
level calculation for the operations presented by input 
functions re1(t)=(10, 9, 8, … 1), re2(t)=(1, 2, 3, … 10) and the 
initial level of available reserves ZE=55 un. are presented in 
Table 1.

Table 1

The results of the available reserves difference current level 
calculation for the compared operations models  

[re1(t), pe1(t)] and [re2(t), pe2(t)] 

dif(t) ze1(t) ze2(t) re1(t) re2(t) ire1(t) ire2(t) vre1(t) vre2(t)

9 45 54 10 1 10 1 10 1

16 36 52 9 2 19 3 29 4

21 28 49 8 3 27 6 56 10

24 21 45 7 4 34 10 90 20

25 15 40 6 5 40 15 130 35

24 10 34 5 6 45 21 175 56

21 6 27 4 7 49 28 224 84

16 3 19 3 8 52 36 276 120

9 1 10 2 9 54 45 330 165

0 0 0 1 10 55 55 385 220

Thus, it is visible (Fig. 6) that in the course of car-
rying out the second operation additional (in relation to 
the first operation) reserves of valuable resources remain 
at the disposal of a supersystem which can be used for 
carrying out additional operations with the purpose of 
obtaining the additional added value on the operation 
time interval. 

The second integrated vre (t) function from the input 
function re (t) (Fig. 7) has sensitivity to the time of valuable 
resources certain volume taking:

( ) ( ) 
=   ∫ ∫

t t

0 0

vre t re t dt dt.

That is, for two global models of synchronized operations 
in the form of input and output functions (re1(t), pe1(t)) and 
(re2(t) pe2(t)) which have RE1=RE2, pe1(t)=pe2 (t), the IRE 
parameter is the index of a more effective operation.

The numerical value of the integrated expression is de-
fined from the input integrated function ire(t):
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( ) ( ) 
= =  ∫ ∫ ∫

f ft tt

0 0 0

IRE re t dt dt ire t dt.

Fig. 6. Change of reserves binding difference between the 
operations set in the form of functions (Table 1)

Fig. 7. Changes in the first and second integral 
characteristics of the input functions given in Table 1

By the same way, it is possible to show that the integrated 
expression numerical value (IPE) from the integrated output 
function ipe(t) for operations models, which have PE1=PE2, 
re1(t)=re2 (t), is the index of a more effective operation:

( ) 
=   ∫ ∫

ft t

0 0

IPE pe t dt dt.

Therefore, only those estimated indicators will have sen-
sitivity to a change of the dynamics of the input function and 
output function which connect input and output parameters 
of the studied operation by using double integration on time 
of input and output functions.

Thus, the formal signs of the indicator, designed for effi-
ciency estimation of system operations, are the use of global 
functions of input and output, and also the use of the proce-
dure of double integration on time.

Thus, for example, indicators RL [11] and EL [12] corre-
spond to such external signs.

    
 = −   
     

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
a

0 0 0 0 0

t t t t t

t t t t t

RL re(t) dt dt pe(t)dt dt dt,  (1)

here ta – the moment of actual completion of the operation 
that is defined from the equality vre(t)=vpe(t);

  
−  

    =
    
 −   
     

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫

d

a a 0 0

a

0 0 0 0 0

t t t t

t t t t

t t t t t

t t t t t

pe(t)dt re(t) dt dt dt

EL ,

re(t) dt dt pe(t)dt dt dt

 

Î at [0, t ],   (2)

here = +d at t 1 – time of operation potential effect determi-
nation.

In [12] it is established that the efficiency indicator is a 
relative indicator.

Really, for two equivalent, concerning efficiency, oper-
ations (Fig. 8), the formula (1) gives RL1=4, RL2=8 values. 
Formula (2), respectively, EL1=0.125, EL2=0.125.

а  

b 

Fig. 8. Global models of synchronized equally effective 
operations: а – Ir1=1, Ip1=2; b – Ir2=2, Ip2=4

Thus, the mathematical relation of two values can be 
considered as an additional formal sign of an indicator for 
operations efficiency definition.

5. Discussion of the research results connected with 
definition of formal signs of indicators designed for 

assessment of system operations efficiency 

The approach to definition of formal signs of the indi-
cators designed for assessment of system operations results 
efficiency developed in the work is a development continu-
ation of the verification method offered in the work [1] and 
allows to reduce significantly resource intensity of such 
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indicators selection process, among the set offered by the 
developers.

Besides, justification of a sign of such indicator based 
on definition of the second integrated function from input 
function and output function, in fact, offers to developers a 
reference point for researches in this direction.

Integration of xq (t) function gives an idea of some quan-
titative characteristics (XQ) of the object:

= ∫
ft

0

XQ xq(t)dt.,

where X – the product object with distributed parameters. 
The second integral characteristic of the time:

 
=   ∫ ∫

ft t

0 0

IXQ xq(t)dt dt

displays the physical and cybernetic parameter IXQ of the 
object X in time, which has so far not received the definition 
of categories, like weight, volume, speed, and acceleration. 
In [12] this category is defined as a second integral value of 
resource use (relative to the input operation) or the impact 
of resources (relative to output operation).

If to consider the symmetric mathematical operation, in 
relation to the differentiation operation –integration, then 
the first integrated function will display, naturally, the quan-
titative characteristic of the considered object. At the same 
time, the second integrated function displays the character-
istic of the process of “binding” in time of the quantitative 
characteristic of an object.

The IXQ parameter is determined as physico-cyber-
netic as the process of binding the object body, as a value, 
describes the process that is important for biological organ-
isms. It is connected with the fact that the lifetime of biolog-
ical organisms, as the supersystems, is limited.

Their aspiration to the preservation of the species, com-
petition for access to resources in the form of values and 
other incentives lead to the formation of motivational ten-
dencies, defined by the concept of “purpose”.

The process of achievement of goals, in the conditions 
of limitation of valuable resources, results in the need of 
their rational use for operational processes by means of the 
index of more favorable operations in the form of efficiency 
criterion.

It is also possible to note that in relation to the indica-
tors which have undergone selection on formal grounds, it 
is impossible to use formally the entire apparatus of testing 
developed for global models of simple operations [1].

For example, the indicator (1) successfully takes a test 
for relative indicators, though it is an absolute measure. 
Therefore, for testing of the indicators recommended for as-
sessment of global models of operations with the distributed 
parameters, it is possible to use not all classes of reference 
operations which were developed for testing of models of 
simple operations.

6. Conclusions

1. The definition of the cybernetic production opera-
tion model displays in this work a possibility of creation 
of a global operation model in the form of functions of an 
input and output (re(t), pe(t)). As any change of the input 
operation production giving leads to a change of operations 
parameters, the existence of input and output functions is 
the first formal sign of the indicators designed for efficiency 
measurement of operations with the distributed parameters.

2. It is established that the second integrated character-
istic of the input and output functions has sensitivity to a 
change of their nature in time.

Thus, the existence of the second integrated character-
istic from functions of an input and output is the second 
formal sign of an estimated indicator. 

On the example of assessment of global models of the 
equally effective simple operations, it is shown that adequate 
assessment is provided by a dimensionless relative indicator 
that gives reason to consider existence of functional connec-
tions in the form of the mathematical relation in the studied 
expression as an additional formal sign.
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1. Introduction

One may define recent years as a period of rapid devel-
opment of technical means and information technologies 
with high performance efficiency that led to the creation 
and implementation of more effective methods of pro-
cessing and analysis of data and new methods of solving 
complex applied problems. In this regard, there is a surge 
of theoretical and practical techniques in the field of neu-
rocomputers and there is increased interest in neuro-like 
structures, which are widely applied in various areas of hu-
man activity – pattern recognition, forecasting, business, 
medicine, engineering.

Solving applied problems in neuro-basis would be pos-
sible if practically applicable methods of the synthesis of 

neural elements and the synthesis of logical circuits from 
them are developed. 

Significant resources that are invested in creating soft-
ware and hardware implementation of artificial neural net-
works, as well as widespread use of neuro-like structures, in-
dicate that the problem of synthesis of neural elements with 
different activation functions and the construction of logical 
circuits from them is relevant and practically significant.

In practice, when recognizing discrete images, at the 
compression and transmission of discrete signals, it is nec-
essary to be able to synthesize neural elements, that have a 
large number of inputs (≥100); in these cases, the classical 
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На основі властивостей ядер функцій алге-
бри логіки доведено критерій їх реалізованості 
одним нейронним елементом з пороговою функ-
цією активації. Використовуючи зображення 
ядер булевих функцій матрицями толерантно-
сті отримано ряд необхідних і достатніх умов їх 
реалізованості одним нейронним елементом, які 
можуть бути ефективно застосовані при син-
тезі цілочислових нейронних елементів з вели-
ким числом входів
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опукла лінійна оболонка, вектор структури, 
функція активації

На основе свойств ядер функций алгебры 
логики доказан критерий их реализуемости 
одним нейронным элементом с пороговой функ-
цией активации. Используя представление ядер 
булевых функций матрицами толерантности, 
получен ряд необходимых и достаточных усло-
вий их реализуемости одним нейронным эле-
ментом, которые могут быть эффективно при-
менены при синтезе целочисленных нейронных 
элементов с большим числом входов
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